
 

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

 
  
United States of America, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

Descart Austin Begay, Jr., 

Defendant. 

Case No. 21-CR-119 NEB/LIB 

DEFENDANT’S MEMORANDUM 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 

SUPPRESS STATEMENTS 

  
 

Defendant, Descart Austin Begay, Jr., through the undersigned counsel, submits 

this memorandum supporting his motion to suppress involuntary statements made during 

custodial interrogation (see Dkt. 26). 

I. BACKGROUND 

On July 3, 2020, Red Lake law enforcement officers responded to a call about an 

assault on Tribal land, and later that day, they arrested Descart Begay. (Ex. D5.) That 

night, FBI Special Agent Justin Montgomery interviewed the alleged victim. (Ex. D1.) 

Three days later, on July 6, 2020, Montgomery and Red Lake Criminal Investigator 

Garrett Dietman interviewed Begay at the Red Lake Detention Center, where Begay was 

being held. (Exs. D4, D23; Gov. Ex. 1.) 

At the onset of this interview, which occurred while Begay was in Red Lake 

custody, Montgomery read aloud a list of rights and then provided and asked Begay to 

sign a Miranda waiver consent form. (Gov. Ex. 1; see Gov. Ex. 2.) However, Begay—

who can be heard sobbing in the interview recording—clearly tells Montgomery that “I 
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don’t know how to spell” and “I don’t know how to read.” (Gov. Ex. 1.) Begay also 

informed Montgomery that “I’m not very bright,” and “my mom is usually my signer.” 

Id. Despite this, Montgomery instructed Begay to sign a waiver of rights that he could not 

read or understand.  

After Begay informed Montgomery that he could not read and that he “[didn’t] 

know what’s going on,” Montgomery asked Begay whether he understood “everything I 

told you” and whether he had any questions about his rights. Id. Begay informed 

Montgomery that he did have questions. Id. After attempting to answer Begay’s 

questions, Montgomery again asked Begay whether he understood his rights and whether 

he had any questions about his rights. Begay stated that he still had questions. Id. 

Although Begay complied with Montgomery’s instruction to sign at a pre-marked an “x,” 

Begay never provided an unqualified statement that he understood his rights. (See id.) 

There is no evidence Begay ever read—which he was unable to—or understood 

the information contained in the Miranda waiver consent form. And, importantly, neither 

Montgomery nor Dietman read the “Consent” section of the form, where it was explained 

what specifically Begay was consenting to and the consequences of the rights he was 

waiving. (See Dkt. 66 (hereinafter “Hearing Tr., Vol. I”) at 74:22-25.) Consequently, 

Begay had no knowledge of that important substantive information, a fact Montgomery 

knew but disregarded.  

II. ARGUMENT 

Under the Due Process Clause, “certain interrogation techniques, either in 

isolation or as applied to the unique characteristics of a particular suspect, are so 
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offensive to a civilized system of justice that they must be condemned.” Miller v. Fenton, 

474 U.S. 104, 109 (1985). “In considering whether a [statement] was voluntary, the 

determinative question is whether the [statement] was extracted by threats, violence, or 

promises (express or implied), such that the defendant’s will was overborne and his or 

her capacity for self-determination was critically impaired.” United States v. Pierce, 152 

F.3d 808, 812 (8th Cir. 1998) (citation omitted). “In making this determination, courts 

look at the totality of the circumstances, including the conduct of law enforcement 

officials and the defendant’s capacity to resist any pressure.” Id. (citation omitted). Other 

factors considered in evaluating voluntariness are “the defendant’s maturity, education, 

physical condition, and mental condition.” United States v. Magallon, 984 F.3d 1263, 

1284 (8th Cir. 2021) (quotation and citation omitted). See also Wilson v. Lawrence 

County, 260 F.3d 946, 952-53 (8th Cir. 2001) (finding custodial statement involuntary 

based on defendant’s mental capacities and consequent susceptibility to coercion); Livers 

v. Schenck, 700 F.3d 340, 352-53 (8th Cir. 2012) (same). 

Begay did not knowingly and voluntarily waive his Miranda rights. Begay has 

diminished intellectual capacities, which he informed Special Agent Montgomery of 

prior to signing the waiver form. (See Gov. Ex. 1.) Indeed, in the recording Begay can be 

heard sobbing, pleading with the officers that he did not understand what was happening. 

(Id.) Mr. Begay also does not know how to read, another fact he made clear at the start of 

his interrogation and once Montgomery presented him with the waiver form. (Id.) Despite 

possessing the information that Begay could not read the form, Montgomery did not ask 

Begay a single follow up question about the extent of any potential cognitive conditions. 
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(See id.) Nor did Montgomery attempt to walk slowly and clearly through the form to 

ensure Begay understood its contents. (See id.) Rather, Montgomery repeatedly asked 

Begay leading questions about whether he “understood everything I told you,” so that 

they could start talking. (See id.) Instead of ensuring Begay understood the contents of 

the form, Montgomery instructed Begay to sign the waiver —implying to Begay that he 

was just there to talk and that it would be beneficial for Begay to tell his side of the story. 

(See id.) 

Begay’s Miranda waiver was not valid for a second reason: it was not knowing. A 

waiver of Miranda rights “must have been made with a full awareness of both the nature 

of the right being abandoned and the consequences of the decision to abandon it.” United 

States v. Jones, 23 F.3d 1307, 1313 (8th Cir. 1994). Here, by contrast, Begay was not and 

could not have been aware of the consequences of his waiver. Although Montgomery 

initially read a list of Miranda rights, he did not read the entirety of the contents of the 

form. (Gov. Ex. 1.) And again, Begay did not independently read the form because he 

cannot read. Consequently, Begay had no knowledge of the portions of form that 

Montgomery did not read aloud. Moreover, this information was not trivial. The 

“Consent” section, which was never read to Begay (Hearing Tr., Vol. I at 74:22-25), 

explained the nature and consequences of the rights Begay was about to waive. Begay 

was not aware of this information and accordingly his waiver was unknowing, and 

because the waiver was unknowing, the waiver was invalid.  
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III. CONCLUSION 

Because his statements were not voluntarily given, Begay respectfully requests the 

Court enter an order suppressing his statements made during custodial interrogation on 

July 6, 2020.  

 
Dated:  October 18, 2021 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

By  /s/ John R. Marti                           
John R. Marti (#0388393) 
marti.john@dorsey.com 
Michael E. Rowe (#0392598) 
rowe.michael@dorsey.com 
 
50 South Sixth Street, Suite 1500 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Telephone: (612) 340-2600 
Facsimile: (612) 340-2868 
 
Attorneys for Defendant  
Descart Austin Begay, Jr. 
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